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About This Game

Many myths and legends have been woven about the Arabian Peninsula. One of these legends tells of Iram, City of Pillars, and
its exceptional destiny.

Being the heir to the throne you lived a life of splendor and never worked one day of physical labor – until one day, the winds of
fate turned.

Days passed and the storm did not fade, if anything its strength and ferocity only grew. You would do anything to bring back only
a spark of your mother's joy. And so, one night, when the kingdom sleeps and the moon smiles, you embark on a journey …

Caravan combines strategy with RPG elements resulting in a trading and exploration game packed with suspense and challenges.
In a pre-medieval Oriental setting players will send their caravan from town to town. On their way, they will experience

dangerous, mystical adventures, embark on rewarding quests in towns, and fight against dangerous bandits, beasts, ghoulish
creatures and djinns.
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Genre-Mix: diverse gaming experience through a mix of strategy, trade, and RPG elements

Players manage their own caravan

Setting based on history and geography of the Orient

Cultural authenticity through regional folklore and stories of the ‘Arabian Nights’
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Title: Caravan
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
it Matters Games
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3400 Series, GeForce 8600 GS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,German,French,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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If only the Omegalodon was AI controled you could have fun playing by yourself while waiting for others to join the server.

Fun but not great. If you played the second one, you'll definitely want to grab this, too. Not as good (by a little bit), but still one
of the best in the genre.. I'm updating my review after ending the game: I spent 7hrs to finish it, the duration depends on how
good you are in solving the puzzle (I'm averagely good in such kind of games). From global charts, I could be the third one to
end the game... not bad considering than from Steamspy there are almost 1000 owners and the game is out from a week :)

Bounce is an awesome physic puzzle. Not only is super polished, with extremely sharp edges and lot of shaders: it's made with
style. Animations (unfortunately mostly noticeable in the spectacular ending) are wonderful, those robots looks like a Pixar
short, cute and expressive. The soundtrack is also real good, with a main theme and lot of variations.

The game itself offers 50 levels, with a nice progression: almost 10 level to learn basis, then it start to grow in difficulty and
dimension level by level, introducing new obstacles and scenery. It's a very long and challenging game, not just for VR
standards.

For puzzle lovers with a VR device capable of roomscale and handtracking, this is a must.. This game is captivating, to the say
the least. I played through all of it in one sitting, enraptured by it. The artwork is incredible--it truly spares no expense in
creating the atmosphere. As far as the story, its compelling, heartbreaking, lonely, lovely, and filled with excitement. I love
action games but games like this remind me that as a medium, gaming can express philosophical ideas, play with types of story
telling, and make the world around come alive. I feel strongly for these characters, the AI, especially, which I find as a feat.
Although games like Soma and Portal have played around with similar settings and AIs, they had a lense of existential terror.
The terror in this game is self-induced. You can either think deeply on the premise and its consequences or you can just enjoy it
at its core as a beautiful story about connection. There is a certain romantic tint to everything, not just in terms of human
romance, but in romantic story telling. 10/10 would recommend to anyone who loves interactive stories, puzzles, and romance..
Romania is a pain in the♥♥♥♥. Simon Belmont? In a Megaman game? I need to stop playing like Zero to play her.... Neat little
haunted house walkthrough.
All jumpscares, but it was fun for a free game.
Takes like 25 mins to get through.. I got a girlfriend after playing this game. Very good! I learned a lot and took many notes. I
am no longer a virgin and I am proud of that.
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I remember playing this game hermit just came out. O man, as little kid who likes a sight of things being destroyed, cars, guns it
was perfect and I remember all these countless hours spent in front of the computer playing ctashday and creating my own
maps.
I definitely recommend this game to everyone who likes to spend their free time in the most fun way possible.
100/10 ✌. CONS
- No real instructions, so you have to make a LOT of mistakes to figure out how anything works in the game.
- Exponential difficulty curve, so you never get a chance to get used to the game before it kicks you in the teeth. Level 3 drops
you into the middle of a 1v2 slog where both opponents are equally as strong as you are, and it gets worse from there.
- No real dev support, like most of the other reviews are saying.
-- Most of all it does nothing about the usual downfall of cell war style games, where winners keep winning and losers keep
losing. The entire game is decided in the first 15 seconds, making winning boring and losing frustrating. Your only real hope is
that the poorly-programmed AI decides to do literally nothing for a while (which happens fairly often).

PROS
+ It looks pretty.. Sort of a mix of jump scare low light horror and puzzle game. I preferred the puzzle section more than the
horror section though. The mirror placement in the puzzles can be a tad fussy but its still decent.. this game cate really be called
a game. theres only 1 round and even that it can be won in thirty seconds. theres only one throwable object which is a knife and
then you pich that up at the end of the round. there only 10-12 enemies. all in all this is deffinatly a get rich quick scheme and
the one who uploaded it should be banned perminatly.

personal rating 0\/10 yes that bad no exageration. controls are nuts, game play horrible, yet another game with great reviews that
i thought was complete and total sh!t... stop giving good ratings for garbage people come on.. Hooray! Cookies are the best!.
Awesome, Addictive, Amazing Soundtrack.
Great casual game.. so awesome defenitly a suggested game to play on steam it has a lot thinking to do but werth the wait totally
think the story had a lot to it and heaps to do
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